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Wardrobe
1 Have a clear out !
It’s as simple as that! Get together a bunch of bin bags (or 
charity bags if you can) and start sorting your entire wardrobe 
into three piles: keep, sell and give away.
Some of your more costly items are worth listing on Ebay or 
selling sites, as they’re likely to be made from high-end mate-
rials and would still be desirable. Any else you no longer want 
can go to charity or a clothes bank. 2 Invest  in some sturdy hangers 

There’s nothing worse that cheap plastic hangers that are 
constantly breaking, or old wire hangers that everything just 
slips off of. Getting some textured, felt hangers in a colour of 
your choice (we like black!) instantly transforms the way your 
wardrobe looks and also functions. These will make hanging 
your clothes and keeping them organised far easier. Experi-
ment wit using trouser-hangers too to save space.3 Separate the Seasons

If space is an issue, separate out your summer clothes from 
your winter clothes and vice-versa depending on the time of 
year. You can easily pack seasonal clothes away in a suitcase or 
in vacuum bags to allow you to see your clothes only suitable 
for the time of year, reducing over-crowding. Plus, you might 
have forgotten about all the seasonal clothes you own. 
Reducing your need for re-purchasing.

4Section by category and colour
By keeping all of your jeans, trousers and skirts together, tops 
together, jumpers together and dresses together, you can 
easily pair outfits without having to rummage through your 
whole wardrobe. It also shows you what you may be buying 
too many of (30 pairs of jeans is a little excessive!) and what 
you may be lacking, especially in the basics department.

5 Look after your items
If you invest in some wardrobe-staples or high-end items that 
you ideally want to last years up years, keeping these items 
in dust bags is ideal to stop any discolouration, snagging or 
pulling. Keep knitwear, jumpers and cashmere folded to avoid 
this problem also. This will also free up lots of valuable 
wardrobe space.


